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Preface
I would like to suggest that the fundamental way, conscious or not, in which we determine the quality
of a film is by the degree to which the re-experiencing of ourselves through it coincides with our
pride, our shames, our hopes, our honor. It follows that distinctions among movies arise from the way
they please or displease us with ourselves: not whether they please or displease but how.

This is true, I believe, in every art form today; it is not a monopoly held by the cinema. But in the
cinema it has become more true more swiftly and decisively because film has a much smaller heritage
of received aesthetics to reassess; because film is bound more closely to the future than other arts
seem to be (the reason is that, by its very episodic or “journeying” form, film reflects for viewers the
belief that the world is a place in which man can leave the past behind and create his own future); and
because film confronts us so immediately, so seductively, and so shockingly (especially on the larger-
than-life screen) with at least some of the truth about what we have been doing with ourselves. To the
extent that film exposes the viewer to this truth about him- or herself, in his or her experience of the
world or of fantasy, in his or her options for action or for privacy, to the extent that he or she can thus
accept a film as worthy of him- or herself or better than him- or herself—to that extent a film is
valuable to the viewer.

Of course the whole process means that human beings feed on themselves, on their own lives
variously rearranged by art, as a source of values. But despite other prevalent beliefs about the past
connected with theology and religion, we are coming to see that people have always been the source of
their own values. In the century in which this responsibility, this liberation, became increasingly
apparent—the twentieth—the intellect of man simultaneously provided a new art form, the film, to
make the most of it.

That art form is obviously still with us, and now, in the twenty-first century, more than ever, it seems.
And its critics proliferate in number, in part because of what I described earlier: the “personal”
element involved in the watching of any movie, as well as the ease nowadays with which, through the
Internet, one can communicate that personal response to others. If, as Oscar Wilde once said,
“Criticism is the highest form of autobiography”—because only by “intensifying his own personality”
could the critic interpret the personality and work of others—then film criticism must be an even
higher form.

One purpose of Film Analysis: A Casebook is to stake out territory not just for film criticism, but for a
certain type of film critic—one somewhere between a reviewer-journalist and a scholar-theorist. At a
time when the movie review has degenerated into mere publicity for Hollywood pictures and film
scholarship has become entangled in its own pseudo-scientific discourse, the author offers readable
analyses, in survey form, of what he considers to be some of the most important international films,
and film artists, from the silent period to the turn of the twenty-first century—or from a relatively
early point in the emergence of the feature-length film to a relatively early point in the emergence of a
new (digital) aesthetic.

The close readings in Film Analysis: A Casebook go beyond simple biographical capsules, plot
summaries, and vague impressions about acting (the province of the newspaper review), on the one
hand, yet pull up short of oracular theoretical pronouncements on the state of the art and its artists (the
province of the academic monograph), on the other hand. The essays contained in this volume are thus
acts of interpretation—historical and theoretical as well as critical—in the humanistic senses of those



 
words, not gaseous musings or pedantic tracts. With what he hopes are elegance, clarity, and rigor, the
author tries ever to demonstrate that the cinema means as well as shows, and his ultimate aim is to
explain how international moviemakers use the resources of the medium to pursue complex,
significant human goals in their “personal,” often independent films.

For this reason, Film Analysis: A Casebook is aimed at college students and professors with a special
interest in global cinema, as well as at the educated or cultivated moviegoer and the general or
common reader. Anyone attending or teaching a university-level course in film analysis and criticism,
film history, international cinema, or independent film ought to find this book enlightening and
helpful, for the essays included in it cover some of the central films—and central issues raised—in
today's world cinema courses and provide students with practical models to help them improve their
own writing and analytical skills. The entries in Film Analysis: A Casebook thus make perfect
introductions to their respective films as well as important contributions to the field of film studies in
general.

The book proceeds chronologically and treats films from the following countries: Germany, France,
Denmark, Italy, the United States, England, Sweden, Czechoslovakia, Australia, Japan, Burkina Faso,
Finland, China, Russia, Iran, Canada, Belgium, Mexico, Romania, and Turkey. All of these
geographically representative films are artistic milestones in one way or another, or in several ways:
because of their very subject matter; because of their style and technical or formal advances; because
of the historical periods, social settings, or religious backgrounds that gave impetus to their creation;
and, ultimately, because of each picture's unique vision of the world.

All the entries are supplemented by bibliographies, film credits, directors' filmographies, a glossary, a
suggestion of topics for writing or discussion, and a thoroughgoing index. From a glance at the table
of contents in Film Analysis: A Casebook, the reader will quickly discover that all of them are “art
films,” in whole or in part. For compact purposes here, the terms “art” and “entertainment” can serve
to distinguish between those films, however poorly made and aesthetically pretentious, whose original
purpose was the illumination of experience and the extension of consciousness; and those films,
however well made and aesthetically rewarding, whose original purpose was to pass the time and
make money.

The operative term at the start of the previous sentence is “money.” The operative term in Film
Analysis: A Casebook, by contrast, is “art.” I have nothing against money (who really does?), but I like
my art divorced from it, or divorced from dependence on it, as much as possible. I hope the reader will
agree and read on with pleasure—as well as profit.

Bert Cardullo



 

1
F. W. Murnau's Nosferatu
F. W. Murnau's Nosferatu (1922) was the first film version of Bram Stoker's Dracula (1897); over
ninety years later, it remains the most intelligent adaptation of this Victorian novel. Given the way in
which Stoker's vampire aristocrat has haunted popular culture since the first publication of the book,
the figure's social-cum-ideological importance can scarcely be exaggerated. Conceived at the height
of Victorian sexual repression, the Count Dracula of the novel embodies, to varying degrees of
explicitness, all the sexual dreads that Western culture still has not exorcised or come to terms with:
non-procreative sexuality, promiscuity, bestiality, bisexuality, incest, even (indirectly, through the
preferences of the vampirized Lucy) the sexuality of children. Indeed, much of our sexual social
history can be traced through the transformations the Count has undergone from Stoker's novel to
Bram Stoker's Dracula, as directed by Francis Ford Coppola in 1992.

With his origins in sexual repression, Count Dracula transplants very logically and easily into the
climate and ethos of German expressionism, where he becomes a symbol of repressed tyranny more
than repressed sexuality. German expressionism itself was heavily indebted to Sigmund Freud's
theories of repression and the unconscious, which also subsequently influenced the surrealist
movement. The essential difference between the two movements lies in their contrasting inflections of
Freudian theory: the surrealists, for their part, were committed to liberation and the overthrow of
repressive bourgeois norms whatever the costs, whereas the expressionists consistently conceived of
the repressive forces as evil, their release cataclysmic. The extraordinary power of, and our continuing
fascination with, Murnau's film are rooted in this vision.

Critics such as Robin Wood, Lane Roth, Gilberto Perez, Tom Milne, and Lotte Eisner have discussed
certain expressionist features of Murnau's Nosferatu, but none has conceived of it as a fully
expressionist work. One reason for this is that most critics' understanding of the expressionist
movement, in drama as well as in film, is superficial. For them a film such as Robert Wiene's Cabinet
of Dr. Caligari (1920) is expressionistic less for what it means than for how it looks with its
“oppressively murky, artificial sets” (Perez Guillermo, 150). And for Robin Wood, a discussion of
expressionism in Nosferatu need only be limited to a catalogue of its stylistic manifestations in the
film—in other words, to how the film looks with its “vampire's castle jutting up from the rock, the
strange geometrical patterning of arch-forms…, the use of ‘unnatural’ camera angles…, the trick
effects” (9).

Expressionism is primarily a drama of the mind, however, whether on stage or on screen. It is
concerned with the essence, not the surface, of reality, and therefore, more than other artistic styles, it
must be defined not by its own surface characteristics but by the essence they seek to embody.
Expressionism is thus designed to get away from actuality and to satisfy the desire to probe
fundamental truths of human nature and society by presenting them through dramatized fantasy and
mysticism. And expressionism gets away from actuality through a retreat into the mind and, at the
same time, paradoxically, through a projection of that mind onto the world: by externalizing or
“expressing” what is inside the mind, by making “outer” what is “inner.”

If impressionism could be said to be the subjective rendering of the visible world, then, expressionism
is the subjective expression of an inner world, an internal vision. For this reason many expressionist
plays, dating back to August Strindberg's To Damascus (1898), a progenitor of the movement, have



 
been called “Ich-dramas,” or dramas of the “I,” the self, on a journey through the mind's inner reaches
and the world's outer ones. Many expressionist works, moreover, are either explicitly or implicitly
political: they react against the social tyranny of the bourgeoisie, on the one hand, and the political
tyranny of demagogues, on the other.

Nosferatu's expressionism has been overlooked, I believe, largely because of its natural, rather than
fantastic, settings: the landscape of the Carpathian Mountains in East-Central Europe, the narrow
streets and closely packed houses of a small town on the Baltic Sea (where Murnau shot what we are
to take as Bremen, Germany, in 1838—more on this time period later). But the film may be regarded
as the “Ich-drama” of Hutter (Jonathan Harker in Stoker's Dracula), and the two other chief characters
—Ellen, his wife (Mina in the novel), and Nosferatu (Dracula)—may be seen as aspects of Hutter's
self.

Hutter is no conscious, active rebel against society, as are many expressionist heroes, themselves
often extensions of their creators. He is, rather, a passive instrument of Murnau's mythic design;
himself no social or political rebel, Murnau does not make a rebel of his alter ego, Hutter. A witness
to or observer of the German sociopolitical scene, Murnau makes Hutter a witness to or observer of
the relationship between Ellen and Nosferatu. Hutter himself is “narrated” by a fictitious
contemporary of his who, one can say, serves as a surrogate for Murnau: Johann Cavallius, historian
of the city of Bremen, whose diary provides the story of Hutter's trip to Transylvania, in Western
Romania, and then of Nosferatu's descent on Bremen.

Professor Van Helsing himself—who is Dracula's nemesis in Stoker's novel—plays only a small part
in Murnau's film (where he is renamed Professor Bulwer). He is obviously not Nosferatu's antagonist
in Murnau and his screenwriter Henrik Galeen's adaptation: both Annie (Lucy in the novel) and Ellen
ask that the professor be called once Nosferatu has made his presence felt in Bremen, but the professor
does not go to them and in fact can do nothing to stop Nosferatu. Murnau thus reduces Van Helsing's
role significantly so that Ellen can become simultaneously Nosferatu's destroyer and his victim.

Hutter, for his part, is clearly linked to Ellen—as an aspect of his self or ego—through marriage. They
have recently been married, seem happy (the film begins with Hutter picking flowers for his wife),
and together symbolize the bourgeois “correctness” of the Weimar Republic (1919–33), during which
Nosferatu was made. He is a clerk in a real-estate office in their hometown of Bremen. His boss,
Knock (Renfield in the novel), asks him to close a property deal—for a house directly opposite his and
Ellen's—with Count Orlok, known as Nosferatu, of Transylvania. Surprisingly, Hutter is more than
happy to go, even though the trip will take him away for months from his bride. He even seems
exultant when he tells Ellen that she cannot travel with him, that she must not risk the danger of
crossing the Carpathian Mountains.

On one level, Hutter volunteers to make the long trip to Count Orlok's castle in order to improve his
own position in the real-estate office at the same time as he earns his commission. On another level,
however—the mythic or symbolic (not the psychological) one—this is the first indication we get of
Hutter's attraction-repulsion, his love-hate, for his wife, his own bourgeois existence, and the
precarious democratic structure that supports it. In place of this humdrum, stifling existence, he gets
to travel on horseback to a remote and different place and to do business with a count. But his journey
will become less a journey away from Bremen than into himself, and as much a linking up with
Nosferatu as a leavetaking from Ellen.

Hutter is linked to Nosferatu, as an aspect of himself, through business. Hutter may work for Knock,
but the latter is obviously demented and acts under the long-range influence of Nosferatu. That



 
influence is an aspect of Nosferatu's tyranny, about whose depiction in a group of German films from
1920 to 1924 Siegfried Kracauer once wrote the following:

In this type of film, the Germans of the time—a people still unbalanced, still free to choose its
regime—nursed no illusions about the possible consequences of tyranny; on the contrary, they
indulged in detailing its crimes and [the] sufferings it inflicted. Was their imagination kindled by
the fear of bolshevism? Or did they call upon these frightful visions to exorcise lusts which, they
sensed, were their own and now threatened to possess them? (It is, at any rate, a strange
coincidence that, hardly more than a decade later, Nazi Germany was to put into practice that very
mixture of physical and mental tortures which the German screen then depicted.) (77)

In 1921–22, when Nosferatu was made, Germany was going through a period of great instability, the
result of its defeat in World War I and the overthrow of its traditional monarchy. The new German
government was an attempt at democracy, but many officials of the Weimar Republic had rightist
political leanings. At the same time, as Kracauer suggests, bolshevism was taking root in Germany.
The country was soon thrown into economic and social plight by the collapse of the monetary
currency: bread lines began forming, riots broke out almost everywhere, and Adolf Hitler made his
first appearance on the political scene. Kracauer comments, “The Germans obviously held [at this
point] that they had no choice other than the cataclysm of anarchy or a tyrannical regime” (88).

If Bram Stoker's Dracula was a novel of Victorian sexual repression, then, Murnau's Nosferatu is a
film of Weimarian autocratic repression. At one end, in Bremen, there is Ellen, a pallid, emaciated
figure who stands for the weakness or shakiness of German democracy in the early 1920s, and whose
recent marriage to Hutter represents their attempt to fall into line with the surface order of Bremen's
bourgeois life—with its carefully charted avenues, tightly knit families, and fastidiously kept living
quarters. At the other end, in Transylvania, there is Nosferatu, himself a pallid, emaciated figure who,
in his shadowiness, stands for the subterranean impulse toward autocracy in the German people of the
time: he represents their skeleton in the closet, as it were, ready to emerge and declare itself at any
moment. Nosferatu lives alone in his huge castle, and it is as if, in his will to absolute power, he has
become the sole inhabitant of his realm: he rules all, he is all. Virtually unseen, Nosferatu emerges
only at night, sleeping by day in an earth-filled coffin located in a crypt beneath his castle—and also
sleeping in such a coffin in the hold of the ship that carries him to Bremen.

The arch is a visual leitmotif in the film used by Murnau precisely to characterize Nosferatu as a
repressed, vampiric force who is always emerging from under arches or arch shapes that seem to be
trying unsuccessfully to press down upon him, often forming a background of darkness. The arch is
also used to link Nosferatu to Hutter. There is an arch over the bed in which Hutter sleeps at the inn,
just before he enters the vampire's domain. When he enters Nosferatu's castle, Hutter passes under a
large arch, just as, when Nosferatu enters Bremen after disembarking from the ship Demeter, he walks
beneath a large arch. When they meet for the first time, Nosferatu emerges from one arch, Hutter from
another, and then they face each other under yet another arch. Further, Hutter's daytime movement
through a series of indoor arches is later mirrored by Nosferatu's nighttime passage under several
similar arches on his way to suck the sleeping Hutter's blood.

In between the arched demagogy of Nosferatu and Transylvania and the straitened democracy of Ellen
and Bremen, or beyond them both, lies anarchy, symbolized in the film by the raw or uncontrolled
nature over which Hutter must travel to reach Nosferatu's castle. (This anarchy is also symbolized by
Hutter's boss and Nosferatu's agent, Knock, who becomes so demented that he reverts to erratic,
animal-like behavior once he escapes into the countryside from his madman's prison cell.) The choice



 
for Murnau's expressionist hero is between a fragile yet suffocating democracy, on the one hand, and a
steady yet equally oppressive tyranny, on the other hand—with the anarchy of rough terrain, spooked
horses, eerie birds, and fierce jackals in between these two poles.

As for the trick photography (the speeded-up coach, the incredibly rapid loading of a carriage with
earth-filled coffins), the shots in negative, the odd camera angles, the “supernaturally” opening doors
in the castle, and the “supernaturally” manned sailing ship (the entire crew of which Nosferatu has
liquidated) that takes the vampire to Bremen, one explanation is not only that these are “endistancing
devices” separating the vampire's world from that of the German town (Perez Guillermo, 153), but
also that these devices are the work of the expressionist hero's consciousness. To underline this point,
Murnau has Hutter insist in a letter to Ellen from Transylvania that, even though the frightening things
happening to him seem real, they are all part of a dream. That is, the hero's consciousness seems to be
projecting onto the tyrant's world the extraordinary power that it imagines this world to have.

Low-angle shots, for instance, make Nosferatu loom up in the frame (Figure 1.1), and shots in
negative suggest that this despot has the ability, not only to speed up motion, but also to reverse the
usual positions of light and shadow on objects. That Murnau filmed Nosferatu's outdoor shots “in the
world” or on location, not in the studio, lends the scenes of trick photography and “supernatural”
motion a reality, a convincingness, that they would otherwise not have. These scenes appear to be not
merely the products of someone's febrile mind, as they would had they been shot within the confines
of a studio, but the products of an entire world at the mercy of an omnipotent, nearly godly—or
satanic—tyrant.

Figure 1.1    From Nosferatu, directed by F. W. Murnau (1922, Germany). Produced by Jofa-Atelier Berlin-
Johannisthal and Prana-Film GmbH.

Murnau may have set parts of this story in the real world, but he did not set it in the contemporary
world of 1921–22. Unlike the German expressionist dramatists, who wrote more or less for a coterie,
self-selected audience, Murnau placed his action, not in the present, but in what Lane Roth calls the
“safety of the past” (311), where the more “democratic” or popular audience could, if it chose, ignore
the film's current sociopolitical implications. But in the minds of the cognoscenti among the same
audience, Bremen, Germany, in 1838 would be transposed to the same city in the early 1920s. Thus
Hutter's running from Ellen to Nosferatu, and to the promise of financial gain and career
advancement, would make sense to such viewers, for Germany's economy was in serious trouble in
1922. Germany as a whole was similarly to run over to Hitler's side around ten years later when, after



 
first feeding on the people's fears in a time of unrest, he artificially stimulated the nation's economy
by beginning to build the Nazi war machine.

Yet, even though Nosferatu assaults him and he discovers that the count is a vampire, Hutter does not
try to destroy him (as the count was destroyed in the novel by being beheaded and having a stake
driven through his heart). When Hutter sees Nosferatu lying asleep in his coffin during the day, he can
only draw back in horror—the same reaction he has when, near the end of the film, Ellen tells him of
the vampire's designs on her. Despite the fact, then, that Nosferatu would suck the life out of him and
his spouse, just as a tyrant would suck the life out of his people, Hutter can do nothing to oppose him.
Just as in the case of his wife, he seems repulsed by yet drawn to an aspect of himself that he
perceives in Nosferatu. Hutter hates the bourgeois in himself and he is suspicious of the capitalist
democracy that would promote the middle class, but he races back to Ellen from Transylvania. He
hates the tyrant in himself and he is suspicious of the “benevolent” dictator who promises to make life
better for all the people, yet he does not slay Nosferatu: in effect, he enables the count to make the
voyage by ship to Bremen.

It is as if Hutter has deliberately sought out the tyrant Nosferatu, so as to make him aware of Ellen's
existence. Nosferatu wants her in the instant Hutter shows him her miniature, and Ellen seems to want
him. Yet she appears repulsed by Nosferatu at the same time that she is attracted to him. She allows
him to ravish her, to suck her blood, and to destroy himself in the process: Ellen intentionally keeps
the count by her side until dawn, at which moment the rays of the sun cause him to dissolve into
nothingness. Nosferatu is similarly drawn to Ellen at the same time she revolts him, for all the while
he is making love to her in his way, by sucking her blood, he is draining her of life. She dies, and the
vampire vanishes into thin air.

Nosferatu has taken with him many of the burghers of Bremen, who have died of the plague spread by
rats that have made the journey from Transylvania with him. He is repeatedly associated with these
rats—they swarm from his earth-filled coffin in the hold of the ship Demeter. Indeed, the count
himself looks like a rat, with his long, pointed, hairy ears, his claws, and his fangs; and he moves like
one, especially along the streets of Bremen, where he skulks and sidles in fear of being set upon by the
citizens. In the expressionist hero Hutter's mind, the tyrant is both a bloodsucker—a parasite—and a
spreader of infectious disease, of a political philosophy that is at once contagious and deadly. Thus
Hutter projects Nosferatu as a vampire who looks and moves like a rat and who in effect leads a large
pack of rats, his “army” or the extension of his will.

Only Hutter, as the generator of this apocalyptic vision, seems to have knowledge of the presence of
Nosferatu in town. Yet he stands passively by as Nosferatu decimates much of the population of
Bremen. The tyrant destroys these people, then one of them—Ellen—sacrifices herself to destroy him.
Hutter has thus watched the bourgeois in himself cancel out, and be canceled out by, the autocrat in
himself. To their mutual destruction, he has pitted social tyranny—the bourgeoisie in all its
conformity and hegemony—against political tyranny—the despot in his isolation and omnipotence.
To wit, the expressionist hero Hutter has witnessed the destruction of the two aspects of himself, each
of which he both loves and hates: the democratic bourgeois that he is and the “benevolent” dictator
that he would be; the will to liberty and equality, and the will to power and suppression.

Hutter, in sum, is the expressionist hero as passive bourgeois, not as active intellectual or artist: as
representative of the people, not as their antagonist. He stands, not apart from society, but as a part of
it. There is no escape for him into visionary ecstasy, as there might be for the expressionist rebel, or
into art, as there was for the expressionist creators themselves. He makes no pronouncements, as did
the expressionist theorists, concerning the creation of the “New Man,” nor does he offer a prescriptive



 
aesthetics. He is left at the end to mourn the loss of himself: the Nosferatu who is gone (along with
Knock, who expires back in jail the moment he senses that Nosferatu has perished) and the Ellen who
is dead. A title declares that there were no more deaths from the plague and that happiness was
regained, but the camera does not return to the streets of Bremen. We are left with the overwhelming
impression of destruction, of loss. A shot of Hutter mourning over Ellen's body is followed by the last
shot of the film, which appears to emanate from Hutter's mind or memory: an image of Nosferatu's
now vacant castle jutting defiantly up into the sky.

The title of F. W. Murnau's next picture, Der letzte Mann (The Last Man, 1924, incorrectly translated
as The Last Laugh in the United States), could as well be the title of Nosferatu. The subsequent work
contains expressionistic elements, but they are fused to a realistic base. We have gone from Hutter's
nightmare vision in Nosferatu to Emil Jannings' nightmares in Der letzte Mann, from the tragic
division of one character to the pathetic oneness of another, from the end of the world to a happy
ending. Murnau's escape, as expressionist filmmaker, from the potential artistic dead end of Nosferatu
was to recreate the everyday world in Der letzte Mann and put into it a character in a dead end, from
which he would be rescued by a dream come true: the inheritance, from an American, of a large sum
of money. For Murnau, then, the antidote to expressionistic nightmare was the opposite extreme:
realistic fantasy.
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2
Jean Renoir's La Grande Illusion
Many today consider the following two films Jean Renoir's very best work: The Rules of the Game
(1939), whose tragicomic satire of the impuissant French aristocracy had initially been attacked as
frivolous, clumsy, and downright incomprehensible; and La Grande Illusion (1937), the antiwar film
that quickly disappeared from view with the onset of global hostilities.

My focus here is the latter work, La Grande Illusion, which I consider to be Renoir's supreme
masterpiece: a film about universal brotherhood, global peace, and the waste of war that he made on
the eve of a then-inevitable World War II—in the world of the Spanish Civil War, of Hitler and
Mussolini gulping down the West, of Japan ravaging China. An anatomy of the upheaval of 1914–18
to show contemporaries how fatal machineries had once been set in motion, to futile end, La Grande
Illusion, in a wonderful and important way, is a period piece (Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1    From La Grande Illusion, directed by Jean Renoir (1937, France). Produced by Réalisation
d'Art Cinématographique.

Today the film's pacifist intent, as such, seems a lot less salient because so many more human beings
know how useless war is and know, too, that no movie can abolish it. Today, the film seems a hard
perception of grim inevitabilities, not glibly cynical but, in the largest classical sense, humanely
pessimistic: a picture that no longer asks for action but that accompanies us in our experience of a
chronically war-torn world, noting our best but prepared for our worst. Since such a state of mind,
such undepressed pessimism, is currently widespread, this film continues to speak hopefully, out of
the change it incorporates, to changing humanity.

For La Grande Illusion, better than any movie I know, dramatizes the end of an era: the world of the
Christian aristocratic gentleman, the Europe of church and class that had governed Western history
since the fall of Rome. Another world, in growth ever since the Reformation and the growth of science
itself, is on the rise: the humanistic, temporal, secular, democratic world. It is in the First World War,
the “Great War,” that the two worlds pass, one declining and the other ascendant; and in this film we



 
can see them pass.

Those of us who happen to be neither aristocrats nor devout Christians can still perceive the loss that
is eulogized here. It is scarcely sentimental, after all, to recognize virtues in an opponent. The end of
honor, still dying all about us, the protracted death of God (as Nietzsche predicted) are, it seems, the
concomitants of modern evolution. But the loss of the nobility of one and the comfort of the other is
no less disconcerting just because, in the process, we also mitigate injustice and oppression and
restriction of the mind. As Renoir himself put it a few decades after the film, “To the men of La
Grande Illusion, an enemy invasion did not mean the end of their way of life; they were rooted on
solid ground. But today's people move through quicksand, in a world that is in transition” (cited in
Kauffmann, 5).

This film reminds us, moreover, how little shock there was in the Second World War. The Hitlerian
atrocities that preceded and accompanied it, as well as the atomic bombs that ended it, were new
experiences for the world, to be sure. But the war qua war could not shock us greatly. Ypres, Verdun,
and the Somme had long before destroyed pretty patriotism and the scarlet soldiery that went home
with romantic scars to make the ladies gasp; at these and other battles, the First World War—the first
fully mechanized war—had bequeathed to the world tanks, aerial bombing, machine guns, grenades,
and chemical weapons. By 1939, therefore, we were used to the idea of war as butchery, “scientific”
and large-scale. There were no brave, lilting songs of the Second War to turn to ashes in our mouths;
the millions bayoneted and blown to pieces twenty-five years earlier were too vividly remembered for
that. Still, even as late as 1937, it seemed a valid argument against war—as one finds such an
argument in La Grande Illusion—that a Frenchman and a German were both human beings who could,
if only permitted, discover their common humanity.

To collaborate on the script of this film, Renoir engaged Charles Spaak, and together they called the
new film La Grande Illusion in French—not Grand Illusion—and ever since 1938, when it was first
shown in the United States, this picture has been mistitled. As every student of French knows, the title
means The Big Illusion, which is much closer to “The Big Deception” or “The Big Lie” than Grand
Illusion could ever be. The point is important, because the proper title avoids an opening note of lofty,
half-romantic regret. It also includes at least four thematic aspects of the film to come: the illusion
not only that the First War would be over quickly, but also that it would be the last one, “the war to
end all wars”; the illusion that war accomplishes anything of permanence; the illusion that, without
war, men of different nations, nationalities, classes, and religions can remain the brothers that they
sometimes become during wars; and, finally, the illusion (or is it the truth?) that truth itself can ever
be anything more than a very necessary illusion. Yet the presentation of all these bittersweet illusions,
I have to emphasize, is here in the hands of a man committed, well, to love.

This Spaak–Renoir screenplay tells the story of three French officers who are captured by the
Germans and of one German officer who is their jailer. The drama is built in three sections. The first,
after a brief prologue, takes place in an internment camp where the three Frenchmen want to try to
tunnel to freedom but are transferred just as the tunnel is being completed. The second section occurs
in a medieval fortress that has become a prison—run by the German officer whom we met in the
prologue—from which two of the Frenchmen escape with the help of the third. The last section plays
out in a German farmhouse where the two fugitives are sheltered for a time by a young war widow
who has a small daughter. Then there is an epilogue, balancing the prologue, in which the two
fugitives finally cross over into neutral Switzerland.

The movement of the film is thus toward freedom, but that freedom implies return to yet more
“prisons,” of renewed military service and other straitenings of society. The officers' characters are



 
unashamedly selected for contrast and symbolism—beginning with the fact that they are officers, not
ordinary soldiers—but the parts are so well written, and played, that any suspicion of artifice is swept
away by the realism of what we see. De Boeldieu is an aristocrat and a career officer; Maréchal is a
mechanic, who most likely would never have been an officer in an earlier, unmechanized war;
Rosenthal is a Vienna-born Jew, whose parents immigrated to France, were naturalized, and prospered
mightily.

The German is von Rauffenstein, himself an aristocrat, an aviator who shoots down the first two
Frenchmen, entertains them to lunch before they are sent to a prison camp, and who reappears
eighteen months later as the fortress commandant. Von Rauffenstein and de Boeldieu, enemies, are
both aristocrats and feel an affinity; Maréchal and Rosenthal, both French, are parvenus of different
sorts. War, says the film, is exclusively a matter of national loyalty only to nonprofessionals like these
two. To the international officer caste to which de Boeldieu and von Rauffenstein belong, national
loyalty is a matter of honor but remains only one aspect of chivalry.

Even as these characters are introduced, La Grande Illusion at once sets its tone, with rhetorical
devices that are used throughout: irony and ellipsis. Maréchal, seen first in a French army officers'
mess, has a date with a girl but is suddenly ordered to take de Boeldieu on a reconnaissance flight; the
date, instead of being postponed for a few hours, is ironically postponed a few years, if not forever,
because the two men are shot down. The sequence in the French officers' mess cuts immediately to a
German officers' mess—hence an ellipsis, in that we don't see the air fight between von Rauffenstein
and the Frenchmen. (Indeed, we never see any battle in this war film.) There is an irony as well in the
cut to the German officers' mess, because, save for a few details, it is just like its French counterpart.

In the internment camp—let's call it Act One—we live with de Boeldieu, the gentleman officer who
(as we come to learn) keeps his white gloves fresh in prison, who says he has always called his wife
and mother by the formal vous, yet who insists on doing his part in the dirty tunnel-digging. Maréchal
is the homme moyen, but his self-knowledge of this—without self-dramatization—keeps the character
from being stock. Among the other officers in the barracks are a teacher, an engineer, an actor, and,
the most interesting, Rosenthal, a good image of the risen (and in this case very wealthy) bourgeois
European Jew. Thus we have in this barracks a model of European society, with all major strands
represented except that of the peasant/laborer—who was excluded arbitrarily because this is an
officers' camp. We know, as we watch, that we are being shown a model, but it is made with such fine
observation and acute dexterity that it acquires size.

When we get to the fortress—the setting for Act Two—additional elements are joined to the narrative.
The appearance of von Rauffenstein, now in a neck brace after a plane crash and wearing gloves to
cover his burned hands, is a trenchant signal of the passage of time: it not only marks how the war is
wearing on and on, it seems to give the film itself a lengthening of perspective, an extension of
journey and therefore a reach of experience. The quick affinity between the German and de Boeldieu
(already hinted at in the prologue) broadens the film's social fabric, by internationalizing the officer
set, and, dramaturgically, it gives each of the two men someone to whom he can talk easily—
sometimes in English, which at this time only non-native speakers of their class would have known—
allowing them to comment on the changing of the class paradigms, centuries old, that made their very
existence. However, as a gentleman, de Boeldieu never derogates his fellow officers to von
Rauffenstein. It is von Rauffenstein, the jailer, who does so, and who clearly needs these conversations
more than de Boeldieu, the prisoner (another irony).

The culminating irony of Act Two is the escape of Maréchal and Rosenthal, made possible by a decoy
act on the part of de Boeldieu—who symbolizes the past in its recognition that its last function is to



 
make the future (personified here by the escapees) possible. De Boeldieu climbs a parapet and plays a
tune on a flute to distract the guards, and the irony is heightened when it is von Rauffenstein himself,
the other aristocrat, who must shoot him after the Frenchman refuses to come down. After the shot,
before he falls, de Boeldieu glances at his watch—to see whether he has given his fellow officers time
enough to make it over the walls of the fortress, yes, but also, it could be said, to mark the passage of
an era as well as an entire way of life.

The act ends with de Boeldieu's death, surely one of the most masterly scenes ever filmed. He lies in
von Rauffenstein's room (the former chapel of this medieval fortress), in great pain from a stomach
wound; the maimed German, the man who shot him, stands beside him, apologizing for his poor aim
(he meant to hit the Frenchman in the legs) yet envying the other aristocrat his death in war. A nurse
ends the conversation. Von Rauffenstein then goes to a cabinet and pours a drink. The nurse calls him
softly. Von Rauffenstein hesitates (he knows what has happened), and, without turning, takes the
drink. (It is the taking of the drink that makes the scene.) Only afterward does he turn and go to the
nurse. She looks at her watch, jots down the time on her chart, and clamps off the infusion tube. Once
she leaves the room, von Rauffenstein goes to the window and cuts off a geranium in a flowerpot,
which we know is the only flower in the fortress. Thus, although we have not seen de Boeldieu die, we
have felt it.

If La Grande Illusion ended here, with de Boeldieu dead and von Rauffenstein envious of him, with
Maréchal and Rosenthal making their way through the snowy countryside to the Swiss border, it
would in fact be a complete work—but of smaller dimension than it ultimately achieves. For Renoir is
dealing in this film not only with the past but also with the future, not only with symbols of war but
with war itself as a symbol of the world in which war occurs. Hence he must give us some evidence of
that world, the world outside the war yet intimately affected by it, and one in which, after the war, the
future will take place.

Hence we catch up with the two fugitives as they trudge through the snow in mufti, which was part of
their escape equipment. Rosenthal limps as his just-sprained ankle keeps getting worse. His condition
irritates his fellow officer, and in a few days it causes the men to quarrel. Maréchal says he never
liked Jews anyway, and Rosenthal says he should have thought of that earlier. Maréchal then stomps
off alone, while Rosenthal sits on a rock, singing defiantly—a song that his comrade also tellingly
begins to sing. The song breaks off as (another ellipsis) Maréchal suddenly reappears quietly. We
haven't seen him change his mind, and we don't hear him apologize. Furthermore, we know he really
does have anti-Semitism in him and that Rosenthal also knows this yet is prepared to live with it
because he knows that Maréchal regrets having such feelings—all of this in Maréchal's silent
reappearance at the edge of the frame.

The two men finally take refuge in a barn, where they are discovered by the owner, Elsa, the young
German widow. Her losses in the war—her husband and several brothers—have somehow purged her
of fear, even of hate. While staying with this woman until Rosenthal recovers, they make a pet of
Elsa's small daughter, Lotte. Maréchal also helps around the farm. Although he and Elsa become
lovers, the two men know they must leave for the border when Rosenthal's ankle is better. Maréchal
tells Elsa that after the war, if he is not killed, he will come back for her and the child, and take them
to live with him in France. Both he and Elsa believe what he says equally; that is, they both know he
really means it—at the moment. Thus this is one more belief that (we feel) will be turned into illusion
by the passage of time, like the larger beliefs of class distinction and of purposeful war, or war with an
overriding sense of mission and accomplishment.

In the last scene, the epilogue, the two Frenchmen are standing in the snow, bidding farewell to one



 
another before they try to cross the long valley to the Swiss border (where nature might conspire to
separate them). Embracing, they affectionately call each other the names that they have angrily used
before. Then they start on their way. A German border patrol quickly spots them and fires a few times,
but halfheartedly stops as the two men make it into Switzerland. In the last long shot of the film, we
see two small figures struggling through the snow toward a village—and, eventually, toward
repatriation, toward return to war, toward some kind of life and some kind of death.

Enriching, supporting, fulfilling everything I describe above is Renoir's direction—his sheerly
cinematic imagination, let us call it. His skill with actors shines from every scene (having been an
actor himself, here he directs such luminaries as Erich von Stroheim, as von Rauffenstein, and Jean
Gabin, as Maréchal). But two qualities of Renoir's filmic style are especially important to the
achievement of La Grande Illusion: his deep-focus composition and his use of the moving camera.
First I shall address Renoir's most celebrated stylistic hallmark, the ingestion into cinematic syntax of
theatrical “place,” composition, and duration: the combination, that is, of the flow of cinema with the
relationships within a frame that are standard practice in the theater. The basis of this style is deep-
focus shooting combined with the “sequence shot”—that is, the shot that contains a sequence of action
uninterrupted by cuts, and in which different planes of depth within one shot are exploited to make the
film progress, rather than the addition of new views.

Renoir didn't invent this idea, but he used it as a principle, a reaction against the principle of montage
that had been dominant since D. W. Griffith; and it is one of the reasons that he had such an enormous
influence on subsequent filmmakers such as the Italian neorealists, Orson Welles, Satyajit Ray, and
François Truffaut. Here is an example of depth-of-field shooting from La Grande Illusion: Maréchal
and Rosenthal are in the farmyard belonging to Elsa. Maréchal says he hasn't the courage to tell his
lover that they must leave now that Rosenthal has recovered from his injury. So the latter agrees to do
it, goes into the house, and delivers the message. Elsa nods and disappears. Then Rosenthal opens a
curtained window, and we see Maréchal, still where he was, out there in the yard leaning on a wagon.
The opening of the window, suddenly deepening the screen, the addition of that plane to the
composition, creates a tension between Maréchal outside and what has just happened in the room—a
device often used in the theater by lifting a drop or lighting up a dark area.

Now for a consideration of Renoir's use of the moving camera. My first example occurs when
Maréchal arrives in his first prison barracks. We see him in a close two-shot with a fellow prisoner, a
former actor, talking about the theater. As they continue to converse, the camera gently pulls back to
disclose de Boeldieu and other officers also conversing in the large room, with Maréchal and the actor
still talking even as they disappear from the frame. Such a camera movement tells us, with ease,
economy, eloquence, that Maréchal is being integrated into a new community.

My second example occurs during the farmhouse sequence, when Maréchal and Rosenthal are saying
good night to Elsa on Christmas Eve. She remains standing at the living room table, pensive, as the
camera goes with the two men into Rosenthal's room. Maréchal says good night to his friend, goes
through the connecting door into his room, and closes it; then he goes to his own “front” door to close
it—and sees Elsa still standing in the living room. He walks out to her and embraces her, for the very
first time. (Now the camera is stationary, remaining discreetly behind as if to allow the new lovers a
little privacy.) Maréchal's circular movement has achieved two ends: it has allowed a minute or so to
elapse, while filling it, so that by the time he sees Elsa again, Maréchal realizes that she is tacitly
waiting for him; and the long, slow circle underlines the circle of human elements that are coming
together here in front of the camera, have come together, in one form or another, throughout the film.

Coming together, moreover, in a new community, a new world. For, inevitably, La Grande Illusion



 
deals with transition, from a society committed to the idea of progress and perfectibility to an era in
which human beings think less of perfection and more of achieving some proportion of good for
everyone. The old world, in fact, changes before our eyes. The aristocrats see that their ethos—the
best of it along with the middling and worst—is dying. The bourgeoisie discover that the reliance by
which their fathers lived—reliance on a society that, generation after generation, would respond
predictably to ambition and application—is being changed in this cataclysmic war, and that another
social class, the proletariat, is vigorously (in some cases violently) on the rise.

In his 1962 book about his father, Auguste, Renoir says that when he and his brother were children his
parents often went to the theater, leaving them in the care of a neighbor. Nevertheless, his parents
would jump into a cab at intermission and rush home for a few minutes to make sure the children were
all right. A child who has known a home like that must grow up to inevitable disappointments, but has
some security against them. For the characters in La Grande Illusion, their figurative parents—the
traditions and ideals of the past—will not be back at intermission; they will never be back. The film is
a farewell to their memory and the acceptance of a world without them. Every time I see it, I feel the
same way about Jean Renoir himself.
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3
Carl-Theodor Dreyer's Day of Wrath
Critics speak often of Carl-Theodor Dreyer's treatment of religious themes, his sense of history, and
his austere style, but few recognize any tragic intentions on his part. The director himself, however,
writes in the foreword to his Four Screen Plays that in the films The Passion of Joan of Arc (1928),
Vampire (1932), Day of Wrath (1943), and The Word (1955)—those that are generally believed to be
his best—he “ended up with a dramatic form which … has characteristics in common with that of
tragedy. This applies particularly to The Passion of Joan of Arc and Day of Wrath” (7). Dreyer was
convinced there was a need for a “tragic poet of the cinema,” and he felt that this poet's “first problem
[would] be to find, within the cinema's framework, the form and style appropriate to tragedy” (7).

In the case of Day of Wrath, he created that tragic form and style through the adaptation of a historical
drama: Anne Pedersdotter (1909), by the Norwegian playwright Hans Wiers-Jenssen (Figure 3.1).
Wiers-Jenssen's play is based on the well-documented case of Anne Pedersdotter, an alleged witch
who was burned alive at the stake in Bergen in 1590, though the playwright sets the action in the
seventeenth century. He constructs his drama around a set of clear and conventionalized conflicts
taken from melodrama, the most dominant form of the nineteenth-century European theater.

Figure 3.1    From Day of Wrath, directed by Carl-Theodor Dreyer (1943, Denmark). Produced by
Palladium Productions.

Convinced there was a need for a tragic poet of the cinema, Dreyer chose to adapt into tragedy a play
that is set in the period—the seventeenth century—when European neoclassicism was attempting to
restore to the drama classical principles derived from Aristotle and Horace. Dreyer, that is, chose to



 
eschew modernism, in Day of Wrath as elsewhere in his oeuvre, and anachronistically attempt to
create classical tragedy. Insofar as he turned Wiers-Jenssen's melodrama into a tragedy, David
Bordwell's plot summary of Day of Wrath is characteristic of most writing on the film in that it
ignores the subject of Absalon's responsibility. Indeed, Bordwell writes as if he is summarizing the
play and not the movie made from it:

Day of Wrath is the story of how, in seventeenth-century [1623] Denmark, Anne falls in love with
the son of Absalon, the old pastor whom she has married. A subplot involves Herlof's Marthe, an
old woman accused of witchcraft and persecuted by the church elder Laurentius. After Herlof's
Marthe is executed, Anne and Martin share a furtive idyll. When Anne tells Absalon of the affair,
the old man dies. The pastor's elderly mother Merete accuses Anne of witchcraft. When Martin
abandons her, Anne finally confesses to having been in Satan's power and is burned as a witch.
(117)

Because the pastor Absalon is reticent and because we never see him lust for his wife Anne, it is easy
to fail to consider Day of Wrath as his tragedy. But Dreyer begins the film with the ferreting out and
burning of Herlof's Marthe as a witch precisely so that attention will focus immediately on Absalon
and his actions. (Wiers-Jenssen, by contrast, begins Anne Pedersdotter with a scene centered around
Anne, whose own character, as the title promises, is the play's focus.) Absalon seems almost to have
forgotten that he pardoned Anne's mother, also accused of being a witch, years before when he was
widowed so that he might marry Anne, half his age. But his young wife is no different in function
from his first wife: she is his companion and the mistress of his house, not the object of his sexual
desire. Anne married Absalon out of obligation; and if she does not love him, she has at least
accustomed herself to him.

All is apparently well in Absalon's world, then, at the start of the film. The Herlof's Marthe incident,
however, changes matters. It reminds Absalon of the sin he committed to obtain Anne as his wife, and
it places him in the position of sinning again, for Marthe asks him to pardon her in the same way that
he pardoned Anne's mother. Absalon is thus faced with a tragic choice: spare Marthe and sin again in
the eyes of God, or let her go to her death and incur guilt for having spared one witch (for selfish
reasons) and not another. Finally Absalon chooses to let Herlof's Marthe go to her death, and she in
turn pronounces the curse that he will soon die and prophesies for Anne a fate similar to her own.

Even though Absalon soon dies and Anne herself will be burned as a witch, Day of Wrath—otherwise
set during the worst years of the European witch-hunts—is not so much a testimony to the powers of
witchcraft. Witchcraft, rather—Absalon's acceptance of its reality and the collective belief in
witchcraft by the members of his community—is something Dreyer contrasts with the piety of
Absalon. Witchcraft—setting oneself up as a rival to God—is the gravest sin to Absalon, just as
forgiving witchcraft, which he did for Anne's mother, is the gravest sin that he, as a representative of
God, can commit. I hesitate to use the term “tragic inevitability” with regard to this film, for it is not
simply a tragedy of character. Absalon to a large extent brings on his own doom, it is true, but there is
a sense in which Dreyer makes an example of him for all the world to see and be edified by.

Because of the changes Dreyer made to the play that shift the focus from Anne to Absalon and thereby
highlight his tragic dilemma, I stress that the director, more than witchcraft or “fate,” is making an
example of the pastor. Or Dreyer the artist may be seen as his own witch-god, which explains the
choice of a pastor as tragic figure and of witches as his antagonists: in such a scenario, Dreyer is the
artist who wants to register his power in the universe alongside the forces of evil and the wrath of
God. As he himself responded to the question, “Why does Dreyer feel drawn to tragedy?”: “Because I
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